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fo all, uvhom it may concern:
Beitknown that I, AUGUSTE MILLE, a citi
Zen of the Republic of France, residing at the
city of Paris, France, have invented new and
useful Improvements in Sliding Trombones,
of Which the following is a specification.
This invention relates to slide-trombones,
and hasforits object to improve the construc
I tion of the instrument so that certain pas
O
Sages or combinations of tones which have
heretofore beenawkward and difficult of exe
cution
may be played with greater ease and
certainty.
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In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1is
a fragmentary side elevation, partly in sec
tion, of a slide-trombone containing my im
provement, showing the slide in the first po
sition. Fig. 2 is a fragmentary side elevation
thereof,
showing the slide drawn backbeyond
the first position.
in Like
both letters
figures.of reference referto like parts
A is the stationary tube of the trombone,
to Which the mouth-piece is attached, and A'
the stationary tube arranged parallel with the
tube A and forminga continuation of the re

turn-bend of the bell-tube, which latteris not
shown in the drawings.
dd represent the tubes of the slide, which
fit over the stationary tubes AA'.
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e is the brace connecting the stationary
tubes AA', and fis the brace, forming, also,
the handle for operating the slide.
The stationary tubes AA',instead of being
provided at some distance below the mouth

piece With the usual stops for limiting the in
, Ward movement of the slide, have an unob
structed outer surface extendingto or nearly
to the mouth-piece, so as to permit the slide
to be moved inwardlybeyond what is known
as the “ first position.º Thisinnermost posi
tion of the slide, which is represented in Fig.
2, may be termed the “rearº or “augmented
firstº position. By this increased inward

45 movement of the slide the inclosed air-col

umn is shortened and the tone is raised ac

cordingly.
bb' represent shost tubes or sleeves, which
surround the inner portions of the stationary
tubes A. A. Each of these tubes or sleeves
is made of larger diameter than the tube

which it incloses, so as to leave an annular
space or socket between the tubes which re

ceives the upper portion of the adjacent slide

tube when the slide is shifted into the alig
mented first position. The inward movement

of the slide is limited by internal shoulders
the sleeves or in any other suitable manner.
These sleeves are made so long as to arrest
the movement of the slide when the same is
shifted to the extent of a semi-tone beyond
the first position.
C is a yielding stop or cushion applied to
one of the stationary tubes A. A', and which
offersa slight resistance to the inward move
ment of the slide when it reaches the first po
sition. This yielding stop may consist of a
spiral spring coiled within one of the sockets
bb' around the inclosed tube and bearing
with one end against the inner end of the
socket and with its opposite end against a
follower c, which surrounds the inclosed tube
and in turn bears against the end of the ad
jacent slide-tube. Thespring acts as a guide, 75
which enables the player to determine with
greater certainty when the slide occupies the
first position. It also tends to automatically
shift the slide from the augmented first to
the first position when unrestrained.
Upon shifting the slide into any position
except the augmented first position the in
strument is played like an ordinary trom
bone, while upon shifting the slide into the
augmented firstposition, against the pressure
of the spring, all the tones of the first posi
tion are raised a semitone. Thus, for in
stance, if it is desired to pass from B-flat to
B-natural with a tenor or B-flat trombone
containing my improvement it is only neces
sary to shift the slide from the first to the
augmented first position, which involves a
short and easy arm movement.
The difficulty and inconvenience ofsmooth
ly executing with an ordinary trombone 95
rapid passages in which B-flat and B-natural
occur in ascending or descending succession
is well known to trombonists, B-flat being
taken in the first position, in which the slide
is moved back nearly to the mouth-piece, IOO
while B-natural must be taken in the seventh
position, in which the slide is shifted to its

formed at the contracted inner portions of
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extreme outer position, and which requires ranged in each of the sockets or sleeves b b,
the arm to be stretched to its full length. if desired.
35
llence in passing with an ordinary trombone I claim as my invention-from B-flat to B-natural, or vice versa, (an 1. In a trombone, the combination, with the
interval of but a semitone,) it is necessary to slide, of the stationàry parallel tubes having
shift the slide to opposite extremes of its an unobstructed outer surface extending in
stroke, which renders the production of these wardly to about the mouth-piece of the in
tones in good tune exceedingly difficult and strument, whereby the slide may be shiftedl
uncertain, especiallywhen they occurin rapid inwardly beyond the first position, substan
O passages.
With, my improved instrument tially as set forth.
Such a succession of tones is not only played 2. In a trombone, the combination, with the
with less exertion, owing to the shorter arm stationary parallel tubes and the slide, of a 45
movement, but the tonesare played in better yielding stop which resists the movement of
tune and with greater certainty, because of a the slide inwardlybeyond the first position,
shorter strolke of the slide.
while permitting the same to be moved be
In playing Fand F-sharp, (the fifth above yond such position by overcoming the resist
B-?lat,) either in ascending or descending suc ance of the yielding stop, substantially asset
cession, similar advantages are obtained. forth.
VVith an ordinary trombone it is necessary to 3. The combination, with the stationary
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take F-sharp in the fifth position, which is a
comparatively long arm-reach, while with my
improved trombone the transit from F to
F-sharp or F-sharp to Finvolves a short shift
of the slide from the first to the augmented
first position. Like advantages are obtained
in passing from the other tones of the first
position to the semi-tones above the same, or
vice versa.
Another advantage of myimproved instru
ment which is not found in ordinary trom
bones is its capacity to produce a pedal-tone
on B-natural.

It is obvious that a stop-Spring may be ar

parallel tubes of the trombone and the slide,
of a socket or sleeve surroundling one orboth
of said stationary tubes, and a spring ar
ranged in said socket or sockets and resist
ing the inward movement of the slide, sub
stantially as set forth.
The foregoing specification of my improve
ments in sliding trombones signed by me this
25th day of September, 1889.
AUGUSTE MILLE.
VVitnesses:

ERNEST PARMENTI,
PICOUROBING.
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